Fairy Light Foundation - Project description

The middle ground between the integration and the segregation standing on its opposite
side should lead to the situation that a certain person or the whole society would
concentrate its attention to the given problem. Its objective is that using the social
awareness to raise attention and at the same time to provide correct information being
relevant to the given subject. The contemporary performance of these conditions means a
serious challenge, but the primary objective of our foundation is to find in the most
effective way the most appropriate direction within this information and social labyrinth. We
must be able to communicate with the society and our target groups, as well, to elaborate
those methods with the help of which we can activate them and we can measure the
changes by the feed-back of the results. These issues are as old as mankind, it’s a part of
the society for a long time being present in each era and place in different form in the past
and presently, as well.
Due to the continuous growth of our community and the variety of our projects, more and
more people become interested in the situation of the homeless people living in the
streets, of the disabled persons and people living in extreme poverty. We finance our
activities from the received donations or material contributions.
We realize our programs jointly with several other organizations having similar activity, or
by involving volunteers and specialists working in institutions dealing with such activity.
The misbeliefs and preconceptions by all means represent an obstacle, we have to be
able to see over the diversity, to discover and help to evolve the strengths of the disabled
persons, to set appropriate and achievable standards for a person wanting to work, but
being homeless. Many times we face the fact that even the own family – if there is any at
all – cannot manage a given situation due to missing proper information. Interaction is
required between the target group and the society where the recipient side’s approach to
the change must be greater than at the side of the people living in our target groups. We
cannot expect the same level of adaptability from a severely handicapped person as from
our other fellow men having sound intellect. So, the basis of that all is the proper
communication, in that way the social attitudes towards the stigmatized groups could be
changed. For that purpose it is essential to acquire the personal experiences required for
changing mindset. Our foundation considers important the common programs, events and
by that the mutual understanding of each other, while we continuously draw attention by
different methods to how we can provide appropriate assistance.

Our presently running projects:
Our “Now Than Never” (www.mostmintsoha.hu) program organizes fund raising for a boy
living with SMA (Spinal Muscular Atrophy) in order to make his living condition some better.
The “Fairy Godmother Club” (www.jotunderklub.hu) has just started, we assist homeless
people with non-perishable food, clothing and legal assistance as we believe everybody
deserves a 2nd chance.
“Add to It” (www.tegyhozza.hu). This website was prepared to allow for such people to
have a part of the entertainment provided by technics which could not make that on their
own. Additionally, it is also possible to apply for our food packages. Everybody can apply
for the objects/food packages shown here and also everybody can offer his/her such
object already not used by him/her.
The “Wish Fairies” (https://kivansagtunderek.hu) website the purpose of which is to take
part in the realization of the dreams of children and adults being gravely ill or being under
long term treatment. We are working based on a set of conditions meaning that we ask
from the person having a wish the contact coordinates of his/her doctor, the latest medical
closing report and official documents referring to his/her illness, in order to ensure that the
person having a wish is actually in a state meeting our requirements.
Our open applications:
Independently from age, we await from you stories, ideas about what will be 100 years
later in your opinion. You can represent your visions in any form, with terxt and pictures,
with video, it’s up to you only ! www.csak100ev.hu
Our closed down projects:
The creator of the https://tegyjot.hu (“Do something good”) website, Ganyi Károly joined
our foundation, this webpage collects direct donations for seriously ill children.
Our “Give your Hair” program in the frame of which we would like to make wigs made for
children, which have a cancer and received chemotherapy. (https://addahajad.hu)
Our future plans:
To start up the "Sports are of Everyone” website the goal of which is a project including
continuous sporting possibility from the prevention through the rehabilitation, where we
would like to provide possibility for the participation in different types of sport primarily for
the disabled persons. https://asportmindenkie.hu)
Glow – Our Beautiful Fairies (SzéptüNdéreInk ( in Hungarian SNI – in English SEN) –
Family day series of events including beauty contest starting from May 2019 partially
financed from money received by tender (www.szeptundereink.webnode.hu). the most
important objective is the social sensitization, to let our fellow men and their families living
with special educational need (SEN) or being disabled and the other members of the
society to spend their leisure time together, in integrated form in the interest of getting
closer to each other. As the result of our events the families can get acquainted with each
other, they can strengthen their relations, and the isolation of the disabled families also
reduces.
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